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my dear Captain Gati&res, our work for peace and intelligence
is rather difficult «"
Armand agreed He had never underestimated the
difficulties He knew only too well the resistance m French
public opinion to any concessions which might lift the
inferiority complex from the German mind and might undo
some of the real injustice which had been inflicted upon
Germany by the unwisdom of the Peace Treaties
'Nevertheless, we must go on with our work Hoffmann,
I still have faith in human intelligence It must win through
in the end I still have faith m boyhood—the boyhood of
the world—if only it gets a spiritual and an intelligent and
inspiring leadership Youth is generous after all ! Youth
js ready to take a risk Youth is wistful for some guide out
of this jungle darkness in which we are all groping I see
that with my own students They are eager to accept my
own feeble guidance I have to check myself, lest my influence
should go too far—beyond the tolerance of their parent
and public opinion '
Gustav Hoffmann nodded and smiled behind his horn
rammed glasses
"Youth,9 he said, * is on the side of the angels, if there as
an angel of light to lead them But it is equally prone to
devil-worship—or at least to fetish worship, if there are devilish
leaders masquerading as national heroes, as miracle workers,
or as prophets of good times Hider, for instance, is a spell
binder who arrests their imagination He promises them
a revival of national glory with work and wages for all He
denounces the Peace Treaty Monsieur Pomcare", who is,
they believe, the embodiment of evil, Communism, which
menaces the destruction of private property, and Jews, upon
whom Hitler lays the blame for Germany s defeat in the "war
and many of its agonies afterwards As a Jew I dislike Herr
Hitler As a Jew I am afraid of him "
This German Jew laughed uneasily again    There
a took of anxiety behind those horn-nmmed spectacles

